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The term boarding school conjures
up images of students from wealthy
families with future plans that include
Harvard or Yale. But Eagle Rock
American Honda School and
Professional Center is far from the
traditional boarding school. Nestled
in a valley just outside of Estes Park,
Colorado, this private school is home
to about 80 students from all over the
nation. These students, unsuccessful
in other educational settings, include
former high school dropouts, druggies, gang members, and students
with criminal records. At Eagle Rock,
they learn to live in a community
where they commit to no drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, or sex; share in KP
(kitchen patrol); experience a wilderness trip that would challenge even
the most experienced outdoorsman;
and live in a culture where learning is
at its heart. The Other Side of
Curriculum is the story of this school.
Lois Easton Brown, the Director of
the Professional Development Center,
tells Eagle Rock’s story in this fascinating read. She introduces the reader
to her students and the school as she

illustrates how Eagle Rock has
brought to life the notions of progressive education. Each chapter is a
learning story exploring topics such
as Eagle Rock’s refreshing take on
standards-based education, curriculum that is competency based, and the

connection of instruction and assessment as seen through the eyes of students. At the same time, the reader
meets Eagle Rock students, such as
James, the special education student
who could not read until he was 12

You can contact Stevi Quate at
Stevi_Quate@yahoo.com.
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A Small School Initiative (from page 7)

that our failing students would
become someone else’s problem within the larger school, lessened our
sense of urgency. But now, with three
small schools and faculties of only 2025 teachers, who are responsible for
the success of 300-360 students – the
stakes are higher. Now, when these

schools. We have come to believe,
however, that ‘smallness’ is a necessary
pre-condition for our students’ success.
Combined with ‘best practices’ and
thoughtful structures that make student/teacher work public, the three
small schools at the Manual
Educational Complex are now posi-

point: with nine active CFGs and faculty-wide participation during two of
the four years of early reform implementation we raised the level of professional discourse within the building dramatically. However, we were
not seeing dramatic increases in stu-

and then at Eagle Rock read Nietzsche
and Schopenhauer – by choice. James
shares the secret of learning: to teach
ourselves.
Often visitors to Eagle Rock argue
that students like James are successful
because of the school’s unique nature:
a well-funded boarding school where
students live 24 hours a day, seven
days a week far from the temptations
back home. Easton gently addresses
this concern by posing questions at the
end of every chapter. These questions
draw the reader’s attention to issues
that can be addressed in every public
school. For instance, she asks, “Who is
the head learner at your school? How
do you think your school addresses
personal growth? Why would you
want to change your school?”
Through stories and questions, Lois
Easton has written a book of hope, a
must read for all educators.
□

We now believe that by breaking up Manual into three autonomous small schools
we have created an effective and much more humane scale for implementation of
the human practices we know positively impact student achievement.

dent achievement as measured by the
quality of student work or, for that
matter, dramatic changes in teacher
classroom practice. Something about
knowing that the students in our
classes would change after one
semester, or at the end of the year, and

faculties meet together to look at student and teacher work, the question is,
“If we cannot figure out how to help
our students succeed, who will?”
Certainly, the conversion of large
schools into multiple small schools is
not a magic bullet; there are bad small

tioned to positively impact upon students in northeast Denver long into the
21st century.
□
You can contact Santo Nicotera at
<santo_nicotera@ceo.cudenver.edu>
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As coach practitioners have moved
from K-12 settings into Institutions
of Higher Education (IHEs), they
have taken their notions of collegial
support in the form of CFGs with
them. At the December 2001 Winter
Coaches’ Meeting in Houston, a
group of educators, representing
colleges and universities from
across the nation, came together for

and universities in Houston, that
have connected with K-12 partner
school districts in a meaningful way
to promote a different kind of fieldbased teacher preparation, where
looking at student work and openly
sharing dilemmas in teaching and
learning lead to better prepared K-12
teachers.
Other universities use NSRF tools

Wong, Pd.D, a professor in the
Charter College of Education at
CSULA, and Aleeta Powers,
Practitioner Team Leader for Los
Angeles Unified School District are
two such educators who have led the
implementation of the DELTA Project
in Los Angeles over the last 5 years.
The DELTA Project has been used as
a training model for inservice and

There are several universities ... that have connected with K-12 partner school districts in a meaningful way to promote a different kind of field-besed teacher preparation, where looking at student work and openly sharing dilemmas in teaching and
learning lead to better prepared K-12 teachers.
3 days to share and learn from one
another. As is characteristic of
NSRF, no two individuals or institutions are “doing” the exact same
thing with CFGs, but each is guided
by NSRF’s commitment to reflective practice and collaboration in
support of increased student learning.
Many of the colleges and universities represented shared their
efforts to infuse the examination of
student work and its link to classroom practice into their Teacher
Preparation programs, training for
university professors, supervisors,
master teachers, and prospective
teachers training. Using the strategies, protocols, observation techniques, and debriefing processes,
which so many K-12 teachers have
used with colleagues in schoolbased CFGs, the collaboration
between and among education
professionals involved in Teacher
Preparation is becoming an interesting and promising practice.
Through involvement with the
various Annenberg Projects around
the country, and more recently supported by the USDE Teach Quality
Partnership Grants, there are several
universities, notably the California
State Universities at Los Angeles,
Dominquez Hills, Northridge, and
Long Beach, and several colleges

and resources within their departments to foster reflective practice
among faculty. For example, at the
University of New Hampshire,
CFGs are being implemented on
four regional campuses to support
faculty in their work with students
with disabilities. It has grown to
include faculty in a wide wariety of
areas using a in Chicago, NSRF is
training faculty in the Senior Arts
Program to use CFGs as a tool to critique both student and faculty art
works.
In addition, new collegial collaborations are being formed that break
down the traditional barriers that
have kept K-12 and university faculty from working as peers. Gay Yuen

pre-service teachers and has incorporated the Critical Friends Groups
Coaches’ Training that was originally
developed by the NSRF into its core
design. The DELTA Project, engages
both K-12 and university professors
in building professional community
through the examination of student
work and the sharing of field-based
experiences in order to strengthen
teaching and learning in urban
schools.
You can contact Juli Quinn
at <jqnn@earthlink.net>
If you are interested in joining the
Higher Education listserv,
contact Katy Kelly at
< kkelly@harmony.pvt.k12.in.us>
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